Main program Version A2.23.00 & B2.23.00
Responding to market requests
.
1. Expansion of the number of patterns stored in the embroidery machine
(999 patterns ⇒ 3000 patterns)
Expand the patterns that can be stored in the embroidery machine
from 999 patterns to 3000 patterns.
1.Press "Pattern management"

2.The pattern inside the embroidery machine is displayed

Menu

Stitch pattern select view

Menu
2. Addition of custom icon function
Add the ability to search for patterns stored on the embroidery machine to your custom icon.
1. Add "Pattern search"

2.Press "Pattern search"

Custom icon screen

Without moving to the pattern
management screen of the menu
You can search for patterns stored
in the embroidery machine

3.The character input screen is displayed

Pattern search

Machine setting / buzzer stop timer function added
A notification buzzer stop timer is set in the machine settings
to stop the notification buzzer at the specified time.
1. Go to Machine setting

Repeat
1sec.
10sec.
15sec.
30sec.
1min.
3min.
5min.
↑Added

4. Letter sewing function, large size font added
Added 32mm / 40mm / 50mm large font (alphabet) to the Letter sewing function

①Push "Letter" icon

②Type letter

③Select font

④Select size

⑤Select size
Before

After

Added

5. Added frame display function to Layout
Added the conventional sheet display and frame display switching function on the pattern
arrangement screen When the frame display is selected, the shape of the frame or the range
Added the conventional sheet display and frame display switching function on the pattern

② push 『sheet size』

①Select 『Layout』

③ Select switch frame icon

④Choose frame

↓

⑤Indicate selected frame

6. Improved so that the character sewing function and pattern placement function can
be used under operating
A character sewing function and a pattern placement function are added to the interrupt
operation (NEXT) of the custom icon so that both functions can be used during sewing.

①Add NEXT to custom icon

② Push 『NEXT』

③Select Layout

④Indicated emb design layout

←Added

Additional function
1. Improved number of media access files.
The number of files that can be accessed in one folder in the media is expanded from 512 to
2048, and the number of batch read patterns in the folder is also expanded.

①Push 『READ』

②Select 『USB』

③Indicated files in USB
All files can be loaded at one time

The number of accessible files has been expanded from
512 to 2048

2. Added pattern search function when reading patterns
Added pattern search function to the pattern reading screen
① Add 『pattern search』

②Push 『Search folder』 or『Serch』

③

②-2

③Indicate searched file nameペー

②-2 Search Folder name

to ②-1

to ③
Go to the page where the searched file is displayed

3. Improved pattern management screen and pattern search function
In the pattern management / pattern search function, a function has been added
so that the default screen for searching can be selected by entering search
characters or selecting a search folder.

①Push 『Pattern』

②Select 『Pattern search』

③Select 『Search 』 or 『Folder』
④-1
④-2

Folder name on display

④-1 After typing letters, push search

④-2 Select folder you need

to ③

to ⑤

⑤Indicate searched folder

Added function：
□(OFF)Display first when searching
⇒On Display of ②, display of ③indicates when
selected 『Pattern search』
■(ON)Display first when searching
⇒On Display of ②, display of④-2 indicates
when selected 『Pattern search』

Improved UI so that search string input can be done on one screen without switching
between symbols and alphabets

BEFORE

After

4. Improved Custom Icon
Increase the number of custom icons registered.
7-inch monitor: "6⇔13" ⇒ "6⇔14"
10.4 inch monitor: "7⇔14" ⇒ "8⇔16"
7 inch monitor

BEFORE

AFTER

↓Added

↓Added

↑Added

5. Added bobbin thread counter automatic calculation function
In the custom icon and frame feed bobbin thread alert function, a function to automatically
calculate the counter to be set from the bobbin, bobbin thread winding diameter, and sewing
balance will be added.
What is bobbin thread counter
A function to specify an arbitrary stitch count and
automatically stop the machine after sewing for the
specified counter number.
Current issue
Since the amount of bobbin thread differs depending
on the pattern to be sewn, the bobbin thread may

Before
Bobbin thread counter

be insufficient before stopping, or the machine may
stop when the remaining amount of bobbin thread is
large.
Solution

③②

Calculate the current remaining amount of bobbin
thread from the outer diameter of bobbin thread
Predict the amount of bobbin thread consumed by
the pattern set from the sewing conditions.

①
Bobbin thread counter

Added the function to set the bobbin thread stop
Operation step
① Press "Condition setting" and set the balance
between bobbin and needle thread / bobbin thread
in advance.
② the remaining amount (diameter) of bobbin bobbin
thread.
③ Press "Automatic calculation" to calculate the
remaining amount of bobbin thread from the
conditions set in ① and ②, and set the bobbin

Condition setting

Updating information
automatically

6. Addition of function to shut down system safely and power off button
Add a power-off button to the startup screen, operation screen, and menu screen to safely
shut down the system.

Opening page

Operation mode

Menu

